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R893Neurostimulation: A New Way to
Influence Cortical Excitability?Recent work in humans suggests that strong static magnets can modulate
cortical excitability for a limited period of time. Can this provide an alternative to
current neurostimulation approaches?Sven Bestmann‘‘So this is how the world works, all
energy flows according to thewhims of
the great magnet.’’Hunter S. ThompsonThe use of magnetism in medicine has
enthralled the minds and fantasies of
man for centuries. The physician and
alchemist Paracelsus (1493–1541)
concluded that because magnets can
attract metal, they must also possess
the capacity to suck out diseases from
the body. More pragmatically, nearly
three millennia ago, the Indian surgeon
Sushruta used magnets to remove
small metal parts from wounds [1].
Many uses and mechanisms of action
of magnets have since been purported,
often fuelled by wild speculation,
driven perhaps by our being
mesmerized by the strong yet invisible
forces that magnets possess.
Over the past three decades, the
advent and widespread use of nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and
modern neurostimulation techniques
has led to renewed interest in
understanding the impact of static
magnetic fields with field strength
greater than 1T on biological systems.
Specifically, recent studies have (re-)
addressed the question whether such
strong static magnetic fields influence
cellular processes [2–4], and whether
any such influences have the potential
for interacting with biological systems,
such as the brain, in a targeted and
controlled way [5].
The key parameter that determines
the impact of a strong static magnetic
field is the magnetic susceptibility of
the object experiencing the magnetic
field. Other factorsmay also contribute,
including magnetic torques caused
by anisotropic susceptibilities,
magnetohydrodynamic forces and
pressures, changes in chemical
reaction rates, and flow or
motion-induced currents that may
stimulate neural tissue [6]. Broadly
speaking, neural tissue has very low
magnetic susceptibility, and an almostcomplete lack of any ferromagnetic
material. Because of this, the magnetic
field interactions of neural tissue are
weak [6,7], and forces of diamagnetic
repulsion are negligible [7].
There is, however, some evidence to
suggest that strong static magnetic
fields may be able to transiently
influence cortical excitability. For
example, in simple synthetic
phospholipid layers, changes in
membrane permeability have been
reported when exposed to magnetic
fields ofw4T or more [2]. Other work
suggests that strong static magnetic
fields can interact with membrane ion
channels [4], possibly due to the
diamagnetic anisotropic properties of
membrane phospholipids [4,8].
Strong static magnetic field-induced
changes in membrane resting
potentials might be caused by
activation of voltage-dependent Ca2+
channels [9], and these effects may
outlast the exposure to a strong static
magnetic field [10]. More recent work
has observed reduced synchronous
activity of interneurons of the
antennal lobe of fruitfly pupae
(Drosophila melanogaster) for up to 8
hours after exposure to 3T [11].
Somewhat surprisingly, the duration
of strong static magnetic field
exposure was not reported, making it
difficult to compare the results to
previous work.
This example illustrates how
comparison of different studies is often
difficult, with wide ranges of
parameters used [12], and only a small
number of replication studies.
However, the proposed effects on
membrane ion channels suggest that
strong static magnetic fields could
potentially be used to transiently
influence neural excitability. If so, they
may provide a complementary
approach to modern neurostimulation
approaches. For example, transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) requires
electrical currents to be passed into the
brain (it is the brief electrical current
induced by a strong and rapidly
changing magnetic field that causesthe stimulation of nerve cells, not the
magnetic field per se). Other
non-invasive neurostimulation
techniques, such as transcranial
direct current stimulation, exist [13],
but still require electrical currents to
interact with neural tissue in order to
produce changes in cortical
excitability that outlast the time of
stimulation. An alternative way to
modulate excitability that does not
require electrical currents could
provide a useful alternative for use in
basic and clinical sciences.
In their new work, Oliviero et al. [5]
used this rationale to test whether
strong static magnetic fields can
indeed modulate cortical excitability in
humans. The authors used standard,
albeit very strong, static magnets
(w1.3T) with a cylindrical shape of
30–45 mm diameter. These were
placed for 10 minutes on the scalp
overlying the motor cortex of healthy
individuals. In a series of four
experiments, the impact of this
procedure onmotor cortical excitability
was assessed using TMS. In humans,
TMS can measure excitability of the
primary motor cortex directly, and
non-invasively, by evoking responses
in peripheral muscles that directly
reflect the excitability of the
corticospinal system at the time of
stimulation. Using a double-blind
placebo-controlled design, the authors
were able to demonstrate significant
decreases in motor cortical excitability
that outlasted the application of the
strong static magnetic field for
approximately six minutes. Additional
control experiments using transcranial
electrical stimulation make a cortical
origin of these changes likely.
Interestingly, resting motor thresholds,
which are thought to largely reflect
membrane excitability in pyramidal
output cells (although synaptic
excitability of inputs to these cells also
contribute), were not significantly
altered after strong static magnetic
field exposure [5]. Another recent study
[14] confirms that motor thresholds are
not affected, using TMS to assess the
effect of strong static magnetic fields
with field strengths of 1.5T and 7T. One
interpretation is that the observed
changes on cortical excitability may
originate at the interneuronal synaptic
level [4,5].
These findings are of interest
because they resemble very closely
those induced by some repetitive TMS
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provide a first demonstration that
strong static magnetic fields like the
ones used by Oliviero et al. [5] may
provide alternative ways to transiently
modulate cortical excitability
non-invasively in the healthy human
brain. What is compelling is the
simplicity of this application, its
inexpensiveness, and that it can be
applied in a double-blind placebo-
controlled way.
But there are several open questions.
First, it remains unclear what may
cause the changes in excitability. As
discussed by Oliviero et al. [5], their
procedure is quite different to
standard NMR procedures in that
a strong focal magnetic field gradient
was induced in the neural tissue
underlying the focal strong static
magnetic field. The most parsimonious
explanation might be that small
electrical currents were induced, either
because of small head movements,
movements of the magnet, or pulsative
movements of the brain. Because such
currents would be small, any
physiological after-effects should be
short-lived, as was indeed reported.
This short-lived nature of excitability
changes also raises the question
whether any functional consequences
can, in principle, be induced,
a pre-requisite for clinical or
therapeutical use.
There are also practical concerns
about safety. The main health risks of
strong static magnetic fields do not
come from the effects on biological
tissue itself, but from the presence of
ferromagnetic materials, or cardiac
pacemakers. The strong static
magnetic fields used in Oliviero et al. [5]
had an adhesive force of up to 765 N
(78 kg). In an uncontrolled setting, this
can be hazardous and cause serious
mechanical damage (the magnet stuck
on this author’s filing cabinet being
a constant reminder). Minimizing such
risks would increase the costs and
widespread applicability of this
procedure.
Ultimately, more studies using direct
intracellular and extracellular
recordings will be required to
understand exactly how strong static
magnetic fields interact with cortical
excitability. Ultimately, such work also
needs to address whether strong
magnetic fields may be used to alter
cortical excitability in a functionally
relevant way. Currently, effects are
transient and weak, and behaviouralconsequences negligible. In light of
research gathered from the
experience of tens of millions of MRI
scans, this is perhaps not surprising,
and allows one to conclude that
NMR-based techniques that expose
subjects to strong static magnetic
fields are safe [7,16] in adults for field
strengths of up to 8T [17]. You
advocates of the healing powers of
magnetic forces, therefore, behold!
Can functionally relevant magnetic
stimulation of the brain ever be
achieved? Maybe. But the strong static
magnetic fields, and the extended
exposure required to induce even small
physiological or behavioural effects
preclude any widespread and
unauthorized use.References
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Properties Relate To Their Cellular
PropertiesCircadian (w24 hour) pacemaking mechanisms exist within single cells. Which
cellular properties contrive to produce a precise clockworks, and which cell
properties are downstream of it? The literature is conflicted as to whether
membrane excitability contributes to the mechanism. Now, a new conditional
genetic strategy argues excitability is largely dispensable.Paul H. Taghert
The issue in question is the
extent to which membranephysiology — specifically, daily
changes in ion fluxes — plays a critical
role in generating circadian pacemaker
activity (Figure 1). Over the past two
